
Notre Dame, IN— Through 106 meditative poems, bestselling author Joyce 
Rupp offers transformative insights on the pain of loss and the hope of restoration 
in her newest book My Soul Feels Lean. She explores these themes by drawing on 
her Christian faith and her lifelong connection to the Iowa farmland of her birth.

Rupp details significant moments of loss in her life and those of others, describ-
ing the sickness and death of friends and her deep sorrow and grief, like in “Is 
Anything Left?”: “Is there anything left as death nears? Is there a morsel or two 
in what we once held as the fullness of life?” She laments the destructive rela-
tionship between people and nature. Winter turns to spring, and Rupp learns 
how important it is to slow down and foster emotional growth: “Without daily 
attention to what lies beyond the outer world I can easily get mired in the non-
essentials and miss the hidden movement leading to future maturity.” 

By engaging this higher attention, Rupp guides readers toward restoration. She 
conjurs images of light and softness alongside death in “Light in the Eyes of the 
Dying”: “That day at the hospital sitting on the edge of her bed, she smiled at 
me and a thousand stars glimmered in her hollow eyes.” In “Not So Afraid,” she 
celebrates nature and its restorative qualities, which, Rupp says, are present even 
in the dead of winter: “The sparrows are spinning warmth into the winter world.” 
Through Rupp’s insights, readers will be inspired to develop their own way of 
surrendering to loss and accepting restoration, and to seek out beauty even in 
brokenness.

Rupp has found that changing her way of approaching loss can lead to accep-
tance and understanding: “Loss has taught me to live in the present, instead of 
clutching the past or grasping at the future. Loss has encouraged me to find joy 
and meaning here instead of pining for it elsewhere, to appreciate more fully 
what I now have.” She has learned to let go and move forward, for only then will 
she “hear the deep resonance of peace that dwells within me.”
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Rupp Teaches How to Approach Loss in My Soul Feels Lean

“In My Soul Feels Lean, Joyce Rupp offers us a key to the soul’s deep places of loss and restoration. Open the door to her 
poetry and come on in; there will be rugged lands and flowering meadows—luring you into prayer and reflection.”

Macrina Widerkehr, O.S.B.
Author of Seven Sacred Pauses
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From My Soul Feels Lean:
Praise for My Soul Feels Lean:

Shabby and Awkward
Shabby and awkward,
spiritually disheveled,
I run in pursuit
of taming my untruths.

Finally I fall
into the ragged gutter
of those endless struggles,
unable to keep pushing
toward unmet goals.

Only then
does the dross disappear,
only then
does the lame get up
and walk.

The Lone Evening Star
As I went to to pull the window shade
the lone evening star last night
called strongly to my busy heart:
‘Look! Look! Come back
and vigil with me.’
I thought I would. I meant
to do so, later in the evening.
But I stayed instead with work
and went to bed
without a second nod
to the one who waited 
all night for me.

The insight and clarity of purpose I receive when the pain of loss finally abates also confirms my 
hope. Loss has taught me to live in the present, instead of clutching the past or grasping at the 

future. Loss has encouraged me to find joy and meaning here instead of pining for it elsewhere, to 
live more simply and be content with less, to appreciate more fully what I now have. I’ve gained a 
keener appreciation for the significant people in my life and learned to not take them for granted. 
Probably no gift has been greater in my own situation than that of compassion. Each emptying 
and letting go has brought a keener awareness of how others also suffer loss in some way.”

“
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Joyce Rupp. O.S.M., is well known for her work as a writer, “spiritual 
midwife,” and retreat and conference speaker. A member of the Servite 

(Servants of Mary) community, she has led retreats throughout North 
America, as well as in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia. Rupp is the author 
of numerous books, including bestsellers Praying Our Goodbyes, The Cup of 
Our Life, and Open the Door.
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“Full of lived experience, Joyce Rupp shows how loss is the teacher and acceptance the friend that opens the door to ‘peace 
with questions that have no answers.’” 

Gunilla Norris
Author of Simple Ways

“In the language of the soul, Joyce Rupp writes about the many faces of pain and grief in our lives. An honest, personal, 
and uncompromising look at the reality of loss and despair, which affects us all. Rupp takes us deeper into the journey with 
a powerful invitation to surrender to those moments of grace and healing that are available to us all in our darkest times. 
Authentic and deeply moving.”

Edwina Gateley
Poet, Author, Speaker

Praise for My Soul Feels Lean:

Suggested Interview Questions:

1What do you mean by “My Soul Feels Lean”? 
What inspired this?

2 How do we lean toward hope in times 
of loss?

3 In what ways have you learned to slow down to 
invite peace and hope into your life?

About the Author:

4 How have your rural beginnings and your 
experiences in nature shaped the way you  

     deal with loss?

5 How has poetry been an aid in your search 
for peace?
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